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In the mid-1960s, President Johnson saw the need for independent nonpartisan analysis of the problems facing 

America's cities and their residents. The President created a blue-ribbon commission of civic leaders who 

recommended chartering a center to do that work and in 1968, the Urban Institute became that center. Today the 

Urban Institute analyzes policies, evaluates programs, and informs community development to "improve social, civic, 

and economic well-being." Working in all 50 states and abroad, the Institute shares its research with policymakers, 

business leaders, and academics. On this site, visitors can enjoy the Institute's series of interviews entitled "Five 

Questions For…" which poses five questions to the people behind the Urban Institute's research. Here, experts talk 

about the nature of their work and offer insights on what they've learned. The collection allows visitors to browse a 

chronological list of this series of interviews and each interview is easily emailed and is also available in a printer 

friendly format.  
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